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We sought to examine the strategies promoting and countering state preemption of local sugar-sweetened

beverage (SSB) taxes in the United States. Using Crosbie and Schmidt’s tobacco preemption framework, we

analyzed key tactics used by the SSB industry to achieve state preemption of local taxes identified in news

sources, industry Web sites, government reports, and public documents.

Starting in 2017, 4 states rejected and 4 passed laws preempting local SSB taxes. The beverage industry

attempted to secure state preemption through front groups and trade associations, lobbying key pol-

icymakers, inserting preemptive language into other legislation, and issuing legal threats and challenges. The

public health community’s response is in the early stages of engaging in media advocacy, educating

policymakers, mobilizing national collaboration, and expanding legal networks.

State preemption of local SSB taxes is in the early stages but will likely scale up as local tax proposals

increase. The public health community has a substantial role in proactively working to prevent preemption

concurrent with health policy activity and using additional strategies successfully used in tobacco control

to stop preemption diffusion. (Am J Public Health. Published online ahead of print February 18, 2021: e1–e10.

https://doi.org/10.2105/AJPH.2020.306062)

Sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs)

include calorically sweetened sodas,

energy and sports drinks, coffees, teas,

and fruit drinks. SSBs are the primary

source of added sugars in the US diet,

increasing the risk of cardiometabolic

diseases.1 Governments can levy sales

and excise taxes (e.g., 1 cent per ounce)

to discourage SSB consumption2 while

generating revenue to fund health-

related programs.3 Early evidence

shows that SSB taxes (or “soda taxes”)

are associated with reductions in pur-

chases of taxed beverages.4 Momentum

is growing for soda taxes globally: as of

August 2020, at least 40 countries had

introduced national soda taxes.5

Between 2014 and 2017, excise taxes

on SSBs were enacted by the Navajo

Nation and 7 US cities (Albany, CA;

Berkeley, CA; Boulder, CO; Oakland, CA;

Philadelphia, PA; San Francisco CA; and

Seattle, WA); Washington, District of

Columbia, enacted an SSB sales tax.

Since 2017, however, political momen-

tum has stalled because of beverage

industry opposition; central to this op-

position is the strategy of state pre-

emption. Preemption occurs when a

higher level of government (e.g., a state)

limits the authority of lower levels (e.g.,

municipalities) to enact laws.6 State

preemption can sometimes limit local

laws that support health inequities (e.g.,

exclusionary zoning laws)7 and, in rare

cases, can be appropriate nationally

(e.g., the US federal airline smoking

ban).8 However, preemption is

increasingly being used in favor of

commercial interests to inhibit local

governments from responding to

community-specific needs through

health policy.9 In 2011, the Institute of

Medicine concluded that federal and

state governments should avoid pre-

emption because it suppresses local

innovation. Higher levels of government

should primarily set minimum stan-

dards, allowing localities to enact more

restrictive health policies as needed.10

The tobacco industry weaponized

preemption in the 1980s,11 followed by

the firearm industry in the 1990s.6

Since 2000, state preemption has had

an impact on a growing range of

policy innovations: the preemption

of local plastic bag and bottle laws,
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LGBTQ+ rights protections, minimum

wage, and sick leave standards, as well as

local efforts to control the spreadofCOVID-

19 (e.g., through business closures).6,8,12–19

Since at least 2008, the food and beverage

industry has championed state preemp-

tion to quell local innovation in nutritional

labeling laws14,18 as well as soda taxes.16–18

Previous research has documented

the process of passing preemption laws

while debunking industry arguments in

its favor.20 Studies have shown how

preemption obstructs local authority21–23

as well as other adverse conse-

quences.24 Researchers have developed

preemption frameworks for decision-

makers8 and health advocates25 and

have classified industry strategies for

achieving preemption.11 Researchers

have also called upon public health

advocates and policymakers to mount

a more proactive response to the SSB

industry’s preemption use to slow the

spread of local soda taxes.12,18,26

Crosbie and Schmidt previously de-

veloped a framework for understanding

successful industry tactics and health

advocate responses in state tobacco

preemption debates, which started in

the 1980s.11 We applied this framework

to understand beverage industry efforts

to preempt local soda tax policies in the

United States. Using publicly available

sources, we conducted qualitative ana-

lyses of the tactics used by SSB industry

stakeholders to preempt local soda

taxes. We found that the beverage in-

dustry uses the full range of preemption

tactics cultivated by the tobacco industry

and that soda tax advocates have been

forced to take a reactive rather than

proactive response to this threat.

METHODS

Case selection sought to capture all

significant state-level efforts to preempt

local soda taxes in the United States. We

used a combination of searches online,

including resources provided by Grass-

roots Change Preemption Watch and

the American Heart Association (AHA),

and in the legal database LexisNexis to

identify both successful and unsuc-

cessful preemption attempts. The final

sample was confined to all US states in

which preemption was (1) successfully

enacted, or (2) not enacted following an

attempt that lasted for at least 6months.

We excluded unsuccessful attempts

lasting less than 6 months because of

difficulties with identifying all such cases.

Short-term preemption attempts often

occur behind the scenes and may

therefore be unidentifiable.18,27 Using

these inclusion criteria, we identified

8 eligible cases: 4 states that passed

preemption and 4 that were rejected by

voters or withdrawn by policymakers

following a debate of at least 6 months

(Table 1).

Between August 2019 and February

2020, we compiled publicly available

sources on the 8 cases of state pre-

emption using Google searches and

state legislation Web sites, including

Ballotpedia. We located 81 documents,

including government documents, re-

ports, news media, and legislation (see

Appendix, available as a supplement to

the online version of this article at http://

www.ajph.org, for a complete list). We

applied standard snowball search

methods,28 beginning with keyword

searches including “preemption,” “pre-

empt,” “nutrition,” “sugar sweetened

beverages,” “taxes,” “Coca-Cola,” “Pepsi,”

and “American Beverage Association.”

Documents were reviewed by E. C.,

K. E.W., and S. H. through multiple iter-

ations, yielding analytic memos, time-

lines, and tables. Utilizing Crosbie and

Schmidt’s tobacco preemption frame-

work, we analyzed cases with respect to

the 4 types of industry tactics and 4

public health responses constituting the

framework.

RESULTS

Since 2017, Arizona, California, Michigan,

and Washington State have passed laws

preempting local SSB tax policies

(Table 1). In 3 of these states, it took an

average of only 29 days from the policy’s

TABLE 1— Attempts to Secure State Preemption of Local Sugar-
Sweetened Beverage Taxes in the United States: 2017–2018

State Bill or Measure Name Date Introduced Date Effective Timeframe

Arizona HB 2484 Jan 30, 2018 Mar 16, 2018 46 d

California AB 1838 Jun 24, 2018 Jun 28, 2018 5 da

Illinois
HB 4082

Aug 15, 2017 Jan 8, 2019 (W) 511 d
HB 4083

Michigan HB 4999 and SB 0583 Sep 20, 2017 Oct 26, 2017 37 d

New Mexico HB 2045 Feb 14, 2017 Nov 2, 2017 (W) 290 d

Oregonb Measure 103 Jun 18, 2018 Nov 6, 2018 (R) 141 d

Pennsylvania HB 2241 Apr 8, 2018 Oct 25, 2018 (W) 201 d

Washingtonb Initiative 1634 Jul 6, 2018 Nov 6, 2018 124 d

Note. AB=Assembly Bill; HB =House Bill; R = rejected by voters; SB= Senate Bill; W=withdrawn.

aInitial ballot attempt was dropped in favor of this bill that was in the legislature for 5 d.
bBallot measure.
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introduction to its passage: Arizona

(46 days), California (5 days), and Mich-

igan (37 days). In Washington, preemp-

tion passed through a ballot measure.

Preemptive laws in 2 of these states

allow cities with preexisting SSB taxes to

remain in place. In California, the cities

of Berkeley, Albany, Oakland, and San

Francisco had soda taxes grandfathered

in, and in Washington, Seattle retained

its soda tax. In Arizona and Michigan,

preemption passed before any localities

adopted a soda tax.

Since 2017, 4 states—Illinois, New

Mexico, Oregon, and Pennsylvania—had

policymakers withdraw preemption

proposals or had them rejected by

voters. Oregon voters rejected an

industry-sponsored ballot initiative. In

the other states, preemption bills made

their way through the legislature, taking

an average of 334 days from introduc-

tion to withdrawal (Table 1). Two states

had localities with existing SSB taxes:

Philadelphia, which retained its soda

tax, and Cook County, Illinois, which

repealed it for reasons unrelated to the

preemptive bill. Localities in the other

2 states (Multnomah County, OR, and

Santa Fe, NM) proposed SSB taxes

when state preemption was being

discussed.

We found specific instances in which

successful and even unsuccessful state

preemption attempts led local deci-

sionmakers to abandon existing efforts

to pursue soda taxes in their jurisdic-

tions. Localities in California, including

Santa Cruz, Davis, and Marin County,

had proposed ballot initiatives for SSB

taxes but withdrew these initiatives fol-

lowing statewide preemption.29 Mult-

nomah County had proposed an SSB tax

ballot initiative, but momentum dwin-

dled following the introduction of a

preemption initiative on that state’s

ballot.30

Industry Efforts to Secure
Preemption

We applied Crosbie and Schmidt’s to-

bacco preemption framework to con-

sider if and how the beverage industry

used its 4 key tactics to promote

preemption.

Promoting Preemption
Through Front Groups

The first tactic in the tobacco preemp-

tion framework is to use front groups

and trade associations to promote

preemption by framing unified mes-

sages in the media and with policy-

makers. Using an identical strategy to

tobacco corporations, US-based SSB

companies (e.g., Coca-Cola, Pepsi, Dr.

Pepper–Snapple) have funded front

groups and trade associations to pro-

mote state soda tax preemption laws.

Acting through state chapters in all 8

states, the American Beverage Associa-

tion (ABA), the beverage industry’s

principal trade association, served as a

mouthpiece for the industry. Targets of

ABA outreach were similar across states:

the ABA forged alliances for preemption

with grocer associations, restaurant and

bar owners, trade and labor groups, and

retail merchants.

Part of the beverage industry’s pre-

emption efforts included the use of front

groups (e.g., “Yes to Affordable Grocer-

ies”) and slogans to obscure its role in

backing preemption laws. Front groups

attempted to promote preemption by

reframing soda taxes as unfair “grocery

taxes” that financially burdened working

families. Front groups argued that pre-

emption was necessary to protect “af-

fordable groceries,” establish “uniform”

policies to promote fairness among

businesses free of government inter-

ference, and eliminate a “patchwork” of

inconsistent local laws. Trade associa-

tions and front groups produced bro-

chures and editorials demanding

uniform standards to create a “level

playing field”—slogans later echoed

in legal justifications for statewide

preemption.

Across states, the beverage industry

spent at least US $50million through the

ABA to support front-group campaigns

to secure state preemption of local SSB

taxes (Table 2). Existing regulations re-

quire funding disclosures on campaign

materials, but the beverage industry

typically did so in small font, often hid-

den in a footnote beneath lengthy lists of

supporters and slogans. Front groups

often had misleading names, such as

“Yes to Affordable Groceries,” “Citizens

for a More Affordable Cook County,” and

“Yes! Keep Our Groceries Tax Free!”

(Figure 1). Campaign Web sites across

states featured similar slogans along

with testimonial videos. One video fea-

tured a woman in Chicago, Illinois,

stating, “We’re being taxed out of Cook

County. I’m a single mom. I can’t afford

this tax!” The campaign in Oregon ar-

gued for a constitutional amendment to

make soda taxes illegal because “we

need to permanently protect groceries

from being taxed.”

Lobbying Policymakers

The tobacco preemption framework

shows that another successful industry

tactic is the strategic industry lobbying of

state policymakers in key positions to

promote preemption. Our analyses

found that beverage companies have

followed suit, making campaign con-

tributions and donations to state leg-

islators and governors, on top of

indirect contributions via front groups

(Table 3). Beverage companies targeted

chairs and members of state health
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committees to access policymakers posi-

tioned tomove preemption proposals out

of relevant committees in time for full floor

votes. The beverage industry also do-

nated to governors, including California’s

Governor Jerry Brown, to assure executive

sign-off (see online Appendix).

Inserting Preemption
Through Varied Avenues

The tobacco preemption framework

found that tobacco companies

succeeded by deploying various legis-

lative avenues, including bills, ballot ini-

tiatives, and riders. Beverage companies

have used the same approach to pre-

empt local soda taxes. In Arizona, Illinois,

Michigan, New Mexico, and Pennsylva-

nia, beverage companies lobbied poli-

cymakers to introduce preemption in

legislative bills. In New Mexico, pre-

emption language was added at the last

minute to a 300-page substitute bill

addressing a variety of unrelated tax

issues; many legislators were unaware

that soda tax preemption language had

been added. In California, Oregon, and

Washington, beverage companies

sponsored ballot initiatives, often using

ambiguous language likely meant to

confuse voters. In Oregon and Wash-

ington, the beverage industry promoted

a “yes” vote as a vote for “affordable

groceries.” This was confusing because

voting “yes” actually meant “yes” to pre-

emption and “no” to soda taxes. Adding to

the confusion was the fact that local taxes

were for SSBs, not all groceries.

TABLE 2— Beverage Industry State Preemption of Local Sugar-Sweetened Beverage Taxes Funded
Campaigns in the United States: 2015–2018

State Front Group Messages Funded by
Amount,

$ Supporting Groups

Arizona Yes on 126!

Citizens for Fair Tax Policy 9.16 million Arizona Association of Realtors

Realtors Issues Mobilization Fund 8 million

American Institute of Architects–Arizona

Arizona Retailers Association

Arizona Small Business Association

California Keep Groceries Affordable Act of 2018
American Beverage Association California
PAC-Two-Thirds Vote for State and Local
Revenue Increases Initiative (2018)

7 million

Californians for Accountability

Transparency in Government Spending, a
Coalition of California

Businesses, taxpayer groups

Business property owners

Beverage companies

Illinois Citizens for a More Affordable Cook County

American Beverage Association 44000

NA

Ardagh Metal Beverage USA Inc 32200

Monster Energy Company 22200

Corn Refiners Association
22200

Amcor Rigid Plastics USA LLC

Michigan NA National Federation of Independent
Business

NA NA

Oregon
Vote Yes on 103: Yes! Keep Our Groceries Tax
Free

American Beverage Association 3295346

Parents Education Association

Coca-Cola 1.4 million

PepsiCo 1.1 million

Dr. Pepper–Snapple Group Inc 440000

Red Bull 35 000

Kroger 200000

Pennsylvania NA NA NA NA

Washington Yes to Affordable Groceries

American Beverage Association 8484 Teamsters Local 174

Coca-Cola 10.7 million

Joint Council of Teamsters No. 28PepsiCo 8 million

Dr. Pepper–Snapple Group Inc 911021

Note. NA=not applicable or not available; PAC=political action committee.
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The successful play for preemption in

California took a particularly circuitous

path into law. Early in the election cycle,

the state’s ABA chapter financed a

signature-gathering campaign for a

November ballot initiative that would

have crippled local governments by re-

quiring a two thirds vote on all new

taxes, including library fees, public

safety, and government services, as well

as any soda taxes. One week before the

registration deadline for ballot initia-

tives, ABA lobbyists coerced state rep-

resentatives to support an 11th-hour bill

(Assembly Bill 1838) preempting local

soda taxes through the year 2030. If

state legislators failed to pass the soda

tax preemption bill, the ABA threatened

to register its draconian tax initiative for

the November ballot. Legislators voted for

soda tax preemption as the lesser evil.

Issuing Legal Threats and
Challenges

The tobacco preemption framework

found that the industry successfully

used litigation threats that leveraged

state preemption to deter municipalities

from moving forward with tobacco

control policies. The SSB industry simi-

larly issued legal threats and challenges

to create a chilling effect on the diffusion

of soda taxes at the local level. A coali-

tion of consumers, retailers, distributors,

and trade associations, including the

ABA, sued the City of Philadelphia over

its soda tax, arguing that it violated and

was preempted by state law. In 2018, the

Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled in

favor of the city in a 4-to-2 decision,

upholding its soda tax.

The tobacco preemption framework

defines 4 counterstrategies cultivated by

tobacco control advocates to success-

fully resist preemption attempts or re-

verse them after the fact.

Media Advocacy

Tobacco control advocates successfully

fended off preemption attempts by

educating the public and policymakers

by framing preemption as a threat to

local control. We found that, since 2017,

a nucleus of soda tax advocates have

begun to adopt media advocacy, spear-

headedby theAHA,oftenwith support from

state medical and dental societies, public

health policy advocates, and other civil so-

ciety groups such as the Praxis Project.

Media advocacy included press con-

ferences, public service announce-

ments, press releases, flyers and

brochures, media reports, opinion-

editorials, media interviews, podcasts,

debates, and social media (see online

Appendix). Public health framing varied

across states, with many narratives

emphasizing the positive aspects of

“local choice” and “local authority” in

contrast to “state-only control.” Health

advocates in several states used earned

media to educate the public and poli-

cymakers about behind-the-scenes

attempts to slip preemption into

legislation, expose the industry ties of

front groups, and shed light on decep-

tive practices. In Washington, health

advocates pushed back against at-

tempts to reframe soda taxes as grocery

FIGURE 1— Beverage Industry Front Group Ads to Support State Preemption of Local Sugar-Sweetened Beverage Taxes
in Oregon and Washington: 2017–2018
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TABLE 3— Industry Contributions and Political Support of State Preemption of Local Sugar-Sweetened
Beverage Taxes in the United States: 2015–2018

State
Government

Official Position Amount Received, $ Preemption Action

Arizona
T. J. Shope

Member of Arizona House of
Representatives

1 050 “food industry”

Primary sponsor HB 2484

1500 Coca-Cola

1 000 National Grocers’ Association

750 Arizona Restaurant and Hospitality
Association

500 Kroger Co

Doug Ducey Governor 13500 Coca-Cola Signed HB 2484

California

Jerry Brown Governor 54400 ABA Signed preemption legislation

Chad Mayes Vice chair of House Health Committee 4700 PepsiCo Voted “yes” on AB 1838

Frank Bigelow Member of House Health Committee
3000 California Grocers Association

Voted “yes” on AB 1838
2000 ABA

Rob Bonta Member of House Health Committee 5000 Food and Commercial Workers Region 8
Golden State Council

Voted “yes” on AB 1838

Autumn Burke Member of House Health Committee
6500 California Grocers Association

Voted “yes” on AB 1838
2500 Coca-Cola

Wendy Carrillo Member of House Health Committee
4700 Coca-Cola

Voted “yes” on AB 1838
4200 PepsiCo

Kevin McCarthy Member of House Health Committee 4700 Food and Commercial Workers Region 8
Golden State Council

Voted “yes” on AB 1838

Freddie Rodriguez Member of House Health Committee

9400 PepsiCo

Voted “yes” on AB 1838

4700 California Teamsters Joint Council 42

4 700 Food and Commercial Workers Local
1 167

2500 Coca-Cola North America Company

2000 United Food and Commercial Workers
International Union

2000 Food and Commercial Workers Local 770

1500 California Restaurant Association

1500 Food and Commercial Workers Local 324

Miguel Santiago Member of House Health Committee

3500 United Food and Commercial Workers
International Union Voted “yes” on AB 1838

3000 PepsiCo

Marie Waldron Member of House Health Committee
4700 California Restaurant Association

Voted “yes” on AB 1838
2000 PepsiCo

Illinois

John Fritchey
Representative of Illinois General
Assembly

85000 ABA Voted against sales and soda tax

54000 Citizens for a More Affordable Cook
County Cosponsoredmeasure to repeal soda

tax in Cook County
18143.42 Teamsters Local Union No. 727

Richard Boykin
Formermember of Cook County Board
of Commissioners (2014–2018)

64000 Citizens for a More Affordable Cook
County Cosponsoredmeasure to repeal soda

tax in Cook County
123000 ABA

Michael McAuliffe
Member of Illinois House of
Representatives (1997–2019)

250 Illinois vendors PAC

Sponsored HB 4082500 Illinois Food Distribution

250 PepsiCo

Continued
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taxes despite the industry having out-

spent their campaign by 178 to 1

($22 442233.51 to $125,943.69). Health

advocates in Oregon received a private

philanthropic donation of $2.1 million

that contributed to the success. How-

ever, in Arizona and Michigan, state

preemption passed quickly through the

legislature, leaving no time for opposi-

tion from the public health community.

In California, stealth efforts to slip pre-

emption into law over 5 legislative days left

no time formedia advocacy. Still, it is unclear

whether this would havemade a difference

given policymakers’ difficult choice.

Educating Policymakers

The tobacco framework shows that, by

educating policymakers, advocates can

counter industry lobbying efforts. While

soda tax advocates in several states

have begun educating prominent gov-

ernment officials about preemption’s

impact on local control, these efforts

remain nascent, with no formal national

strategy. Similar to efforts to combat

preemption attempts in tobacco,11 the

AHA has led efforts alongside local

grassroots organizations to build relation-

shipswithpolitical champions. AHA leaders

havewritten letters to governmentofficials,

testified during public hearings, and have

issued public comments. Financial support

by Bloomberg Philanthropies has sup-

ported efforts to educate policymakers

about preemption threats to local policy-

making in Oregon and Illinois.

Mobilizing National
Opposition

The creation of the National Tobacco

Preemption Task Force, used to

coordinate strategy and evolve best

practices across states, marked a turn-

ing point in the resistance to state

preemption in tobacco control. We

found evidence that health organiza-

tions have mobilized grassroots move-

ments within states but have not fully

unified nationally. Lack of unity within

states has affected outcomes. In Cal-

ifornia, for example, health advocates

fell prey to the ABA’s divide-and-conquer

strategy, which forced unions to break

against public health because not doing

so would have had worse consequences

for labor.

The AHA led early efforts to build an

interconnected network of grassroots

groups and statewide health advocacy

organizations, thus setting the founda-

tion for a national network. In March

2017, Grassroots Change published a

toolkit of preemption myths and facts

TABLE 3— Continued

State
Government

Official Position Amount Received, $ Preemption Action

Michigan

Rob VerHeulen
Michigan House of Representatives;
previous mayor of Walker, MI

250 PepsiCo 2016 Concerned Citizens Fund

Sponsored and introduced HB 4999

5000 Michigan Beer and Wine Wholesalers
Association

2500 Meijer Inc

2 000 Michigan Retailers Association

550 Michigan Distributors and Vendors
Association

Pete MacGregor State Senator

3 200 Michigan Retailers Association

Sponsored Senate version of
preemption bill

3 050 Meijer Inc

1 600 Michigan Restaurant Association

1350 Michigan Distributors and Vendors
Association

New Mexico Sarah Maestas
Barnes

Legislator 1 000 Admiral Beverage Corp Introduced preemption measure

Oregon Bruce Hanna
Cospeaker of the Oregon House of
Representatives; president of
Roseburg Coca-Cola Bottling Plant

35000 ABA (2010)
NA

35000 ABA (2012)

Pennsylvania Mark Mustio Pennsylvania House of
Representatives (Legislative Budget
and Finance Committee)

1 650 Pennsylvania Licensed Beverage
Association

Sponsor of HB 2241

Note. AB=Assembly Bill; ABA=American Beverage Association; HB=House Bill; NA=not applicable or not available; PAC =political action committee.
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and advocacy training resources. The

AHA and Grassroots Change partnered

on a messaging toolkit that was suc-

cessfully used in Oregon and Pennsyl-

vania. In October 2018, the Local

Solutions Support Center joined efforts

to build a national antipreemption

movement to publish handbooks de-

fining best practices for countering

preemption and model campaign ma-

terials that were used at national health

conferences holding sessions on pre-

emption. In August 2019, the AHA, in

partnership with the Robert Wood

Johnson Foundation, created the Voices

for Healthy Kids initiative and developed

a preemption fact sheet for use in ad-

vocacy campaigns.

Expanding Legal Networks

The expansion of coordinated efforts by

a national network of legal experts was

key to the tobacco control movement’s

ability to withstand preemption attacks.

Our analysis found a small, loosely

coupled network of attorneys providing

technical assistance to soda tax advo-

cates but no single, nationwide organi-

zation providing centralized resources.

In March 2017, Grassroots Change

published a model soda tax law with

provisions to withstand industry pre-

emption challenges in the courts. In

October 2018, legal experts advocated

for more proactive efforts to build

antipreemption “savings clauses” into

state law that shield local soda taxes

from court challenges by expressly re-

serving authority for local governments.

DISCUSSION

We applied a framework based on the

history of tobacco control preemption

to understand beverage industry efforts

to preempt local soda tax policies in the

United States. We found that the SSB

industry, operating through its trade

organization the ABA, has made full use

of tactics cultivated by the tobacco

companies to promote state preemp-

tion. The beverage industry obscured its

agency in preemption attempts with

front groups that present as locally

grown, grassroots citizen activist groups,

such as “Californians for Accountability

and Transparency in Government

Spending,” “Joint Council of Teamsters

No. 28,” and “Citizens for a More Af-

fordable Cook County.” Industry stake-

holders used donations and lobbying to

strategically target decisionmakers po-

sitioned to quickly move preemption

legislation. All told, the beverage indus-

try spent at least $50 million between

2016 and 2018 on preemption attempts

in 8 US states. Beverage companies

have tried multiple avenues for achiev-

ing soda tax preemption: legislative bills,

ballot initiatives, and riders added to

unrelated bills. They have also used lit-

igation to subdue local governments

seeking autonomy in nutrition policy,

including a lengthy court battle in

Pennsylvania that went all the way to the

state’s Supreme Court.

While the beverage industry has built

upon the tobacco industry’s preemption

strategy, it has introduced some novel

tactics of its own. With varied success, it

has framed soda taxes as “grocery taxes”

to confuse voters. It has promoted ballot

measures for which the meaning of a

“yes” vote was not transparent. And al-

though beverage companies, like to-

bacco companies, have urged legislators

to push through 11th-hour preemption

bills, in 2018, the ABA used an unprec-

edented degree of pressure to compel

California legislators opposed to pre-

emption to nonetheless vote in favor of it.

Our findings suggest that the pub-

lic health community’s response to

preemption has mainly been reactive

because of lack of funding and re-

sources and the need to address mis-

leading frameworks, which detracted

from their ability to counter preemption

directly. Public health groups have, at

times, been caught off guard because of

behind-the-scenes behavior of the in-

dustry and, thus, were unable to mount

a strong countervailing force.12 Soda tax

advocates in the United States are using

many tactics spearheaded by tobacco

control advocates, including media ad-

vocacy and educating state policy-

makers. However, the movement lacks a

robust formal national infrastructure

supported by a legal adviser network.

Advocates can learn from the history

of tobacco preemption11 to bring anti-

preemption activities to the forefront of

their policy activity, scaling up a national

effort to proactively prevent industry

attempts to spread state preemption

laws further.31 An essential lesson from

state preemption in tobacco control is

that, once preemption laws are enacted,

they create a chilling effect that severely

cripples local progress, and they are

challenging to repeal. The repeal of state

laws preempting local smoke-free air

laws—one of only a few public health

policy topics ever repealed across the

country—took, on average, 12 years.11

State preemption for SSB taxes has al-

ready created a chilling effect by forcing

localities to withdraw local SSB tax ini-

tiatives.29 Efforts to repeal preemption

presented particular challenges in Cal-

ifornia, where health advocates have

struggled to gather consensus on

whether to repeal state preemption or

overturn it with a statewide tax.32 Pre-

venting and repealing state preemption

provides crucial opportunities for public

education, stimulating debate, and

shifting social norms.31 For example, in

2019, the repeal of state preemption of
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local tobacco control in Colorado led to

the launching of 40 local government

tobacco regulation campaigns, including

9 tax proposals that passed with solid

majorities in ballot initiatives.33 State pre-

emption does awaywith these opportunities.

Limitations

This study’s strength is its use of an

empirically validated conceptual frame-

work for predicting tactics that are likely

to be deployed by the SSB industry in

pursuing state preemption. This is offset

by limitations in the availability of public

information to comprehensively identify

preemption attempts that did not rise to

the level of open public debate and the

lack of research to identify the use of

litigation to argue implied preemption.

Additional research is needed to de-

velop more comprehensive approaches

for capturing the universe of state pre-

emption attempts, including those that

are not elevated to the public record.

Another limitation is the absence of key

informant interviews with policymakers

and advocates; future research should

include such interviews to better un-

derstand the SSB tax policy and pre-

emption landscape.

Conclusions

Eight US states have experienced sus-

tained debates over soda tax preemp-

tion, and the beverage industry has

succeeded at suppressing local auton-

omy in half. State preemption has had

the industry’s intended effect of chilling

innovation at the local level: between

2015 and 2017, 7 local governments

passed soda taxes, but none have since.

While the beverage industry’s use of

state preemption to halt diffusion in

local soda taxes is limited so far, the

beverage industry uses time-tested

strategies cultivated by the tobacco in-

dustry. Public health opposition to SSB

tax preemption is nascent but generally

uses tactics that mirror those success-

fully pioneered by tobacco control ad-

vocates. Findings from this research

point to the need for a robust national

network of advocates, supported by

national panels of legal experts, that can

shift from a reactive to a proactive ap-

proach that halts the spread of pre-

emption and begins the task of

overturning existing statutes.
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ACT WITH CARE
Proceed thoughtfully. Be deliberate. 
Seek to understand. Build trusting 

relationships. Lead with love.

INCLUSIVITY
   Those most affected   
 by inequities are in the 
best position to define
 the problem, design 
 appropriate solutions, 
 and define success.

AUTHENTIC
COMMUNITY COLLABORATION

Authentic community collaboration builds 
dignity and allows for all sides to be 

considered, integrated, and recognized; 
solutions should be co-designed, co-

implemented, and co-measured/evaluated.

Solutions should be community-driven, 
build community capacity and resident 

knowledge, deepen relationships, increase 
programmatic capacity, build lasting 

infrastructure, and ensure respect for all. 

SUSTAINABLE 
SOLUTIONS

    All participants can learn 
     from one another, reflect 
on their own structures and 
    practices, and find areas 
    to continuously improve 
         organizational culture
        and practices.

    COMMITMENT TO 
TRANSFORMATION

Working 

Principles   

for Health 

Justice & 

Racial Equity

THROUGH THESE PRINCIPLES, WE ENVISION A SOCIETY IN WHICH BASEBUILDING COMMUNITY 

ORGANIZERS, AFFECTED COMMUNITIES, ADVOCATES AND POLICYMAKERS MOVE BEYOND JUST 

ADDRESSING INEQUITABLE OUTCOMES, TO WHERE THE STRUCTURES AND SYSTEMS THAT LEAD TO 

INEQUITY ARE TRANSFORMED THROUGH COMMUNITY-CENTERED INITIATIVES AND ENGAGEMENT.

* Inspired by the Jemez Principles for Democratic Organizing

*       has organized a set of Working Principles* for 
Health Justice and Racial Equity to help guide our work in partnership with allies to center 
community interests in the design, promotion, implementation, and evaluation of policies and 
initiatives that support health justice and racial equity for everyone. 

https://www.ejnet.org/ej/jemez.pdf


THE PRAXIS PROJECT
  
WORKING PRINCIPLES*
FOR HEALTH JUSTICE & 
RACIAL EQUITY
To make a positive impact on health inequities, radical shifts need to occur in many of our day-to-day activities, practices 
and approaches. The current status quo is not working; we see health and racial disparities continue to increase across 
sectors, geography, and issues. As such, Praxis’ underlying goal is to promote the authentic engagement of basebuilding 
community organizers in health- and justice-affirming transformative policies and practices while acknowledging and 
learning from the historical and contemporary unjustness of policy processes and outcomes shaping where we are 
today. This includes acknowledging that: 

 ● Inequity has been intentionally created and protected over centuries through the imposition of racist, 
discriminatory practices and systems targeting underrepresented, oppressed communities. We must 
deliberately and affirmatively take stock of and address past injustices while working for a future filled 
with opportunities for health and justice for all. Unless there are interventions or course corrections, many 
contemporary policies and practices will continue to perpetuate the inequitable status quo. 

 ● Historical repair and reparations are necessary for making amends with communities that have been 
harmed. This approach encompasses the intentional and affirmative redistribution of resources, power, and 
opportunity to communities impacted by systemic and structural failures in a manner that accounts for past and 
present injustices.

 ● We cannot take a one-size-fits-all approach. The capacities, resources, and opportunities necessary to build 
a better world for health justice and racial equity are as diverse as our communities. Our unique conditions, 
histories, and contexts require intentional and meaningful solutions.

 ● Meaningful solutions need to simultaneously serve as compassionate, intentional community investment. 
Developing solutions in partnership with community partners should build community and programmatic capacity 
and infrastructure, ultimately strengthening the community beyond the initial engagement or financial support.  

To help us get to a place where everyone has the same opportunity for health justice and racial equity, Praxis offers 
these Working Principles for Health Justice and Racial Equity to ensure that our programmatic, community, and policy 
work aligns with our intended impact of supporting health justice and racial equity for all. 

*These principles are inspired by the Jemez Principles for Democratic Organizing, a guiding framework, created in 1996 by 40 diverse environmental 
justice leaders and organizers to help large environmental entities better understand authentic collaboration with smaller community-based, justice-
oriented advocates. 

| The Praxis Project: Working Principles for Health Justice & Racial Equity2
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1. ACT WITH CARE: PROCEED THOUGHTFULLY. BE DELIBERATE. SEEK TO 
    UNDERSTAND. BUILD TRUSTING RELATIONSHIPS. LEAD WITH LOVE.

 ● A trending approach to “move fast and break things” 
at the expense of authentic relationship-building may 
have irreparable negative consequences on historically 
marginalized communities who disproportionately 
experience harm.

 ● No matter what the perceived initial benefit, decision-
makers and advocates must avoid risking intended or 
unintended consequences of increasing health inequities 
of marginalized populations to achieve a short term gain. 
Policies are to be evaluated by their impact, not their 
intentions.

 ● We must instead act through valuing all human beings 
and considering all needs of all residents. We must fight 
bias and stigmatized statuses that are based on privilege, 
class, race, ethnicity, immigration status, gender, identity, 
and ability.

 ● We must act responsibly, and recognize that any harm 
we may cause affects communities seven generations 
forward. 
 

2. INCLUSIVITY: THOSE MOST AFFECTED BY INEQUITIES ARE IN THE BEST 
POSITION TO DEFINE THE PROBLEM, DESIGN APPROPRIATE SOLUTIONS, AND 
DEFINE SUCCESS.

 ● Policies should reflect community priorities for needs 
and solutions, and communities that bear the greatest 
burden of health inequities should be at the table driving 
said solutions from inception. “Evidence based” and 
“trauma informed” approaches need to avoid completely 
displacing or silencing lived experience with academic or 
professional expertise.

 ● This requires mindful attention to how policies impact 
different communities due to intersecting systems of 
oppression.

 ● Ensure individual and communities’ identities and 
cultures are recognized, respected, and genuinely 
valued through intentional inclusivity.

3. AUTHENTIC COMMUNITY COLLABORATION: AUTHENTIC COMMUNITY 
COLLABORATION BUILDS DIGNITY AND ALLOWS FOR ALL PERSPECTIVES TO BE 
CONSIDERED, INTEGRATED, AND RECOGNIZED; SOLUTIONS SHOULD BE CO-
DESIGNED, CO-IMPLEMENTED, AND CO-MEASURED/EVALUATED.

 ● An early step in advancing health equity and health 
justice is building trusting relationships to understand 
needs and co-create solutions.

 ● The design, implementation, and evaluation of solutions 
require ongoing leadership by community members to 
ensure transparency in decision-making and alignment 
with local priorities.

 ● Community is the primary source of information in 
evaluating problems and developing solutions. This 
requires trust-building and a genuinely reciprocal 
relationship.

 ● No two communities are exactly alike; policy solutions 
should provide flexibility to accommodate diverse 
relationships based on local priorities, contexts, and 
capacities. 

 ● Participation must ensure community respect and dignity, 
while further elevating the needs, wants, and skills 
of community members from their own perspectives 
(rather than speaking for community members or solely 
providing a seat at the table).

 ● Policy leaders and advocates must develop intentional 
partnerships with basebuilding organizers to help 
authentically connect with community.

 ● Support should be provided to ensure accessibility 
for community members of all abilities to authentically 
participate in the governance process including, but 
not limited to, compensation, transportation, child-care, 
translation services, meals, accessible meeting times, 
and observance of cultural and religious celebrations and 
holidays.

 ● Communities know what is needed for residents to 
survive and to thrive. Authentic community participation 
must be integrated into policy-making in a genuine and 
respectful manner that does not reproduce past traumas. 
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4. SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS: SOLUTIONS SHOULD BE COMMUNITY-DRIVEN, 
BUILD COMMUNITY CAPACITY AND RESIDENT KNOWLEDGE, DEEPEN 
RELATIONSHIPS, INCREASE PROGRAMMATIC CAPACITY, BUILD LASTING 
INFRASTRUCTURE, AND ENSURE RESPECT FOR ALL.

 ● Policies should seek to address health equity and justice 
by prioritizing healing, and building community strength, 
relationships, and power.  

 ● In addition to creating policies to mitigate the severest 
inequities, equal or greater effort should go towards 
creating community wellness and healing through the 
redistribution of resources, power, and opportunities. 
 
 
 

 ● The strengths of communities that have experienced 
historical oppression are profound: their existence is 
proof of their adaptability and ingenuity in creating tools 
to survive. Sustainable, long-term solutions should build 
on these histories and strengths. Follow the leadership 
and honor the wisdom of those who have experienced 
trauma and resistance.

 ● Solutions should build organizational capacity 
and community infrastructure through a radically 
transformative healing-centered lens that goes beyond 
conventional trauma-informed practices. 

5. COMMITMENT TO TRANSFORMATION: ALL PARTICIPANTS CAN LEARN FROM 
ONE ANOTHER, REFLECT ON THEIR OWN STRUCTURES AND PRACTICES, AND 
FIND AREAS TO CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVE ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND 
PRACTICES. 

 ● Community healing, convening, and community-building 
are valuable opportunities for self-reflection and 
transformation.

 ●  We must all commit to creating and sustaining an 
organizational culture that applies these working 
principles internally in order to advance health justice 
and racial equity in our communities. 

 ●  Authentic partnership and collaboration will result in 
shared learning for all stakeholders involved. 

 ● Implementers must work with communities to create 
mechanisms for community oversight of assessing and 
evaluating progress towards the outcomes needed for 
equity. 

Through these principles, we envision a society in which basebuilding community organizers, affected communities, 
advocates and policymakers move beyond just addressing inequitable outcomes, to where the structures and 
systems that lead to inequity are transformed through community-centered initiatives and engagement.

THE PRAXIS PROJECT is a values-driven, national nonprofit organization that seeks to improve justice and equity 
through partnerships to build community power. Praxis believes strongly that organized communities are critical 
partners in the struggle to create just and equitable communities.

Our mission is to build healthy communities by transforming the power relationships and structures that affect our lives 
and communities. 

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR WORK
Visit our website, www.thepraxisproject.org, to learn 
more about our initiatives and explore our multimedia 
resources.

CONTACT US
Email: info@thepraxisproject.org
Phone: (510) 652-5250 

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
Follow us on social media to see what is on our radar 
and how we’re reframing the narrative.

praxis_project

@praxisprojectorg

the-praxis-project
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